
Location Built	by Present	condition Architectural	characteristics
Shah	Ali Banda Moro Pant and Naro

Pant. (unknown
architect) in 1757.

Major portion of the
Deodi is still existing
except the Angrezi
Makan (English Guest
house), west living
portion adjacent to
the gates, Amba
Udyan and Lotus
Garden.

Intricately carved elephant
brackets, Jharokhas, wooden
peacock capital Burma teak
column, variations in Jali
work, Shah Jahani arches,
Palladian styled English Guest
house, Shah Jahani styled
Dalans, thick lotus base
columns in Chandra Bhavan,
unusal peacock feather
stucco work on the fanlight.

An	architects	Perspective	of	Deodi		- RAJA	RAI	RAYAN	DEODI.	Hyderabad

Site area : 2.5 acres approx.

Deodi of Raja Shamraj Bahadur was located in the locality of Shah Ali Banda. The major landmark for
the Deodi was Ashoor-khana Bada Panja in the North, Maharaja Kishan Pershad Deodi to its east
Kishan Rao Deodi in South and Stables and Khawas Pura in the west quadrant. Panj Mahalla road
divides the servant’s quarters from the main areas of the Deodi.

Being oriented in North-south direction, Raja Rai Rayan Deodi had four major entrances ,two on the
west side opening into Panj Mahalla road ,one on the east side opening towards the Bagh of
Maharaja Kishan Pershad and the south entrance which was opening towards the Kishan Rao Deodi.

Raja Shamraj Bahadur family was initially rooted in Lamgaon in Deogarh in Maharashtra . The
genealogy of the family springs from Krishnaji Pant who serviced emperor Shah Jahan in Delhi Durbar
(court).After his death his son Moro Pant was granted a position and mansab (military unit) in Delhi
court. In 1740, Moro Pant and Naro Pant shifted to Hyderabad where Moro Pant held the office as
the Peshkar (revenue record office). The family predominated the military services at that time. His
great grandson Raja Shamraj Rao Diyantwant Rajwant Bahadur officiated as the Prime Minister
(Madar-ul-Maham) of Hyderabad for few years during the reign of Nawab Nizam Ali Khan Bahadur.

Figure	68.	Site	Plan	of	Deori Raja	Rai Rayan Bahadur.	(Source- Author)



Figure	69.	Plan	of	Ground	floor	plan	of	the	Deori Raja	Rai	Rayan	Bahadur.	(Source- Author)



Figure	69	(b).	Plan	of		Chandra	Bhavan	Deori Raja	Rai	Rayan	Bahadur.	(Source- Author)

Figure	69	(a).	Basement	level	plan	of	Deori Raja	Rai	Rayan	Bahadur.	(Source- Author)



Bagghi (Phaeton) Khana
The Bagghi khana of Rai Rayan’s family was situated on the west side of the Deodi across the Panj
Mahla road (presently called Shah Ali Banda street). It was a single storeyed structure. Adjacent to the
north wall of Bagghi khana were the stables. The stables were a single storey and had plenty of open
space in front of the shed. The palanquins for the ladies of the family were also stored in the Bagghi
Khana.

Motor Khana
It was adjacent to the north wall of stables.Motor khana was a single storey car parking which housed
two cars, a Hindustan and a Ford. This structure was a later addition to the Deodi.

Figure	70.	Legends for	proportionate	plan	of	Deori Raja	Rai Rayan Bahadur.	(Source- Author)

Figure	71.	Plan	of	Bagghi Khana and	Motor	Khana.	(Source- Author)



ENTRANCES TO RAI RAYAN DEODI

Ghadiyal (Clock tower) Darwaza
This gateway was situated in the west direction connecting the Panj Mahla road to the entry porch of
the Deodi. This gateway was rectangular in plan and has a central pointed arch with multi-foliated
arch stucco work on its periphery. The central arch has a rosette done in fine stucco above the
keystone. The passage was double storeyed in height to provide the clear movement of the elephant
with an ambari. The ground floor of this gateway had a Naubat khana where musical instruments
were stored and played occasionally.

Above the archway there was an egg and dart shaped parapet and the central part of this had the
family logo of Raja Shamraj Bahadur in stucco. All four corners were adorned with onion domed
cupola. The upper floor of the clock tower was divide in three parts :-
•The first part acts as a passage connecting the terrace of Angrezi Makan in north and Guest house
leading to Chandra Bhavan in south. All four sides of the passage have pointed arches.
•The second part has four clocks in marathi, urdu, hindi, and english on all four sides of the tower. The
corners of this sections had double Doric column pilaster work .The overhang of the roof line was
supported by small stone brackets.
•The third part was octagonal in plan with 8 columns on each end of cupola joined by Shah Jahani
arches. These cupola had a balustrade parapet on all sides and helps in supporting the onion shaped
dome. The pinnacle of the dome has a small lantern atop the cupola.

Figure	72.	Elevation of	Deori Raja	Rai Rayan Bahadur.	(Source-Mrs Mangla Bhale rao)
Roshan Darwaza
This gateway was also situated in the west direction connecting the Panj Mahla road to the
Mehsamma temple and further to the kitchen courtyard of the Deodi. This gateway was rectangular
in plan and had a central Shah Jahani archway. On both sides of the gate were two small Shah Jahani
cusped arch opening one above the other. The lower opening on both sides were the places where
the Naubat was played while the upper openings on both sides were the places where the lights
hence the name Roshan (light) Darwaza.

Figure	73.Roshan darwaza of	Deori Raja	Rai Rayan Bahadur.	(Source-Mrs Mangla Bhale rao)



Angrezi (English)Makan
Towards the left of the Ghadiyal Darwaza was the Angrezi Makan. The structure had a palladian
façade with a bi-furcated stairway leading to the entrance on a high plinth. The landing of this
staircase was a projected balcony with a pediment supported by Corinthian columns adorned with
floral stucco work. The main entry was through three semi-circular entrance doorways that lead to a
columned verandah and inner courtyard with a fountain in the center. The façade towards the
courtyard had three pointed arches with a triangular pediment.

Across the courtyard was the Nishesh Mahal, that was a place designated for the important meetings
that took place in the Angrezi Makan. The façade of this structure was designed with Shah Jahani
arches and columns adorned with peacock capitals.

The interiors of these structures were designed to be opulent and modern with a large variety of
sculptures and paintings. The ceilings were adorned with stucco work, rosettes and had large crystal
chandeliers that would add to the grandeur of the space.

Figure	75.Elevation of	Nishesh Mahal with	various	
Shah	Jahani arches	.(Source-Mrs Mangla Bhale rao)

Museum and Art Galleries
Overlooking the massive Lotus Garden was a linear structure towards the west as long in length as the
gardens, this housed the large art collection of Raja Shamraj Bahadur. This collection was said to be
second only to the collection of Nawab Salarjung.

The structure was a double height structure with a stepped façade. There was a grand entrance in the
center, inline with the water body of the Lotus Garden. The entrance was through a portico with a
Burma teak door carved in a trellised pattern. Towards either side of the entrance porch were five full
height windows with shutters made with Burma teak Jalis in geometric forms, this was done to let in
natural light to view the collection of art, more prominently the large collection of miniature
paintings.

Figure	76.	Elevation of	Museum	and	the	art	gallery	from	the	Lotus	Garden.	(Source-Mangla Bhale rao)

Figure	74.Front and	Rear	elevation of	Angrezi Makan
(English	guest	house).	(Source-Mrs Mangla Bhale rao)



The entire garden was elevated with a passageway around it, that was used to parade military troops.
Around the elevated garden was a parapet designed with Jalis with swastika patterns. The central
water body had a fountain in the shape of a lotus bud, thus giving the space its name.

There were also marble lamp posts in the gardens that would be lit for events. Towards the north
most wall of the garden was a sculpture of Dhondaji Pant killing a tiger to save the life of one of the
Nizams.

Lotus Garden
The entire northern part of the deodi was taken up by a large garden. This was designed following the
Mughal Char-Bagh method. The centre was a large geometrical water body with four rectangular
gardens in the four outer corners and elevated pathways at the centers of the four sides cutting
across to reach the center.

The central part of the structure had a mezzanine level opposite the main entrance door that was
accessed by a wooden staircase that provided a view of the entire gallery.

Figure	77.	Exterior façade and	interiors	of	the	museum	and	art	gallery.(Source-Mrs Mangla Bhale rao)

Figure	78.	Elevation of	Deori Raja	Rai Rayan Shamraj Bahadur from	Lotus	garden	(Source-Mrs Mangla Bhale rao)

Figure	79	(a).	Elevation of	the Jalis in	the	parapet	wall	of	the	Lotus	Garden	(Source	–Author),		(b).	Sketch	of		lotus	fountain	
(Source-Mrs Mangla Bhale rao)
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Figure	80.Activities happening	in	the Lotus	Garden.	(Source-Mrs Mangla Bhale rao)

The space was mainly used for entertaining dignitaries and guests of the Nawab, during this time the
gardens were furnished with wooden sofas and chairs for all the guests. The garden was overlooked
by the residential unit as well as the Chandra Bhavan towards the south and the art gallery towards
the west.

Adjacent to the south wall of the Ghadiyal Darwaza were the residential sectors for day to day
activities along with the areas meant for the family of the noble.

Guest House
It was a two storeyed L-shaped structure built on a high plinth adjacent to the south wall of Ghadiyal
Darwaza. This was accessed by a staircase through a colonnaded verandah. This guest house faces
the same fountain as the facade of the Angrezi Makan in which one portion was meant for the royal
visitors and the other was used by the family. The family portion had two bedrooms and a bathroom
on the ground floor as well as the first floor with a number of halls interconnected by smaller foyer
type rooms.. The covered corridor outside the rooms connected the Ghadiyal Darwaza to the
Durbar hall.

Figure	81.	Exterior façade of	the	guest	house.(Source-Mrs Mangla Bhale rao)



Durbar Hall
The Durbar Hall lies in the central zone of the Deodi. It was a bustling area which was used for official
work as well as entertainment..

Figure	82.	Entry	porch	with	the	exterior façade	of	Chandra	Bhavan in	the	back.(Source-Mrs Mangla Bhale rao)

Figure	83.	Side	façade	of	the	entry	porch	with	the	steps at	the	entry	(left).(Source-Mrs Mangla Bhale rao)	and	plan	
of	the	Durbar	(right)	(Source-Author)

Entry	to	the	Durbar	hall	was	from	the	entry	porch	facing	the	Lotus	Garden.	The	porch	was	a	
masterpiece	of	stone	and	wood	work.	The	front	façade	had	a	basket	arch	in	the	center with	elephant	
head	brackets	on	both	sides	and	two	small	Shah	Jahani arches	supported	by	Shah	Jahani columns	on	
either	side	of	the	central	arch.	The	perpendicular	sides	of	the	porch	were	also	basket	arches.	Above	
the	arches,	was	a	band	of	stone	Jalis (fenestration)	which	ran	throughout	the	façade	of	the	porch.	
Overhangs	were	also	provided	above	the	band	which	were	supported	by	stone	brackets.	Through	this	
elaborate	entry	porch	we	reach	into	the	halls	located	on	a	high	plinth.



The Durbar hall was built on a high plinth and was accessed through the front porch. Through the
porch one could access the Dalan with a courtyard, to the right of the porch was the Mahfis Khana
(office space) and to the left was a smaller meeting space. The large Dalan was separated by a
rectangular courtyard where various meeting and nautch used to happens that would also be
attended by the Nizam and other Nawabs.

The front Dalan towards the façade had Shah Jahani arches supported by fluted Shah Jahani columns
made of burma teak. The capital of these arches had intricate details of peacock face on both sides of
column.

Figure	84	(a) .	A	statue	of	lady	that	welcomes	you	to	the	left	
with	Dalan of	the	Durbar	hall.(Source-Mrs Mangla Bhale rao)	

The	south	Dalan was	the	space	where	the	Raja would	sit	and	hold	the	office.	It	was	the	mirror	image	
of	the	north	Dalan except	for	the		three	Jharokhas with	Chattri’s on	top.	Amongst	these	three	
Jharokhas,	two	were	for	the	guests	from	royal	family	while	one	was	meant	for	the	Raja.	This	Dalan
had	Burma	teak	wood	ceilings	which	were	intricately	decorated	with	floral	stucco	patterns.	Both	sides	
of	the	Jharokhas had	Shah	Jahani columns.
The	south	Dalan was	a	two	storeyed	structure	with	a	basement	that	housed	a	treasury.	This		was	
directly	connected	to	the	Dalan through	a	room	on	the	extreme	south	that	had	a	staircase.

Figure	84(b)	.	A	picture	of	a	meeting	at	the	Durbar	
hall.(Source-Mrs Mangla Bhale rao)	

Figure	85 (a). South	Dalanwith	the	Jharokha and	wooden	
chattri atop.(Source-Mrs Mangla Bhale rao)	

Figure	85	(b).	Shah	Jahani cusped	arch	with	peacock	
capitals		in	South Dalan.(Source-Mrs Mangla Bhale rao)	

Figure	86	.	Section	BB’.(Source- Author)	



Figure	87	(b).Interior of	the	strong	room	with	trellised	
metal	door	with	Swastika	(Source-Mrs Mangla Bhale rao)

Figure	88 (b)Interior		view	of	Chandra	Bhavan .	
(Source-Mrs Mangla Bhale rao)	

Treasury
The	treasury	could	be	accessed	through	the	durbar	hall	as	well	as	from	the	main	residential	block.	The	
access	was	through	a	staircase	that	leads	to	a	courtyard	that	was	below	ground	level	and	open	to	sky.
The	treasury	was	the	strong	room	and	had	seven	cells	with	thick	walls	built	in	stone	and	lime	
masonry.	Amongst	these	seven	rooms,	the	central	room	had	the	Shree	Yantra temple.	This	room	had	
metal	base	plate	flooring	and	was	rumoured	to	have	another	room	below	the	metal	flooring.	The	
room	on	the	north	and	south	sides	were	where	the	antique	and	valuable	items	were	stored.	There	
was	a	doorway	in	the	southern	room	which	connected	the	treasury	to	the	Renuka	Mata	temple.

Chandra	Bhavan
The	upper	floor	of	the	Dalan of	Durbar	hall	housed	the	Chandra	Bhavan	which	was	the	formal	
reception	hall	equipped	with	modern	European	furniture.	Columns	with	lotus	petals	on	the	base	
supported	large	span	semi-circular	arches.	
At	night	moonlight	would	cascade	through		doors		and	ventilators	in	the	entire	space	giving	the	space,	
the	title	of	‘	Chandra	Bhavan	‘.	The	fanlight	over	the	doors	of	the	Chandra	Bhavan had	peacock	
feather	stucco	work.	The	entire	space	had	Tandoor flooring	which	was	always	covered	with	dhurris
(carpets).The	room	adjacent	to	the	south	wall	of	the	Chandra	Bhavan had	a	fireplace	and	a	toilet	
attached	to	it	in	the	east	zone.	The	room	on	the	west	side	of	the	Chandra	Bhavan had	a	passage	
which	was	connected	to	the	terrace	of	Renuka Mata	temple.

Figure	87	(a). Plan	of	the	Treasury.(Source-Author).

Figure	88	(a). Plan	of	the	Treasury	
.(Source-Author).



On	either	side	of	the	portico	on	the	upper	floor	were	two	large	rooms	that	belonged	to	the	Raja	and	
his	wife.	These	rooms	were	accessed	through	a	stairwell	on	the	extreme	end	that	also	lead	to	the	
terrace.
The	room	that	was	on	the	left	was	the	Raja’s	and	had	three	double	doors	on	the	façade	sides	and	one	
door	each	on	the	other	two	sides.	The	central	door	on	the	façade	facing	the	Lotus	Garden	had	a	
sitting	space	with	a	Jharokha from	where	the	Raja	could	see	the	activities	in	the	garden,	while	the	
doors	on	the	opposite	side	gave	a	view	of	the	events	in	the	Dawat Khana.

Figure	96(b).Sketch	of	a	jali
(Source- Author)

The entry was through a portico that had a rectangular opening with pair of Shah Jahani columns with
a rectangular base on either side and corners of this passage had elephant faced brackets. The upper
part of this porch area acted as a seating space looking towards the Lotus Garden and had Shah
Jahani styled Jharokhas .A central Shah Jahani arch was larger in size and than two others on
f74either side of the Central arch. Above the Jharokha was an overhang supported by small stone
brackets. A solid parapet runs throughout the upper periphery of the external façade of the whole
Deodi.

Residential Block
On the eastern side of the grand porch area was the main residential block of the Raja Shamraj
Bahadur and Rani Amba . The entry to this block was through a single storeyed portico whose façade
was adorned with intricate Jharokhas with stone Jalis supported by two elephant statues on either
side and a truncated pyramidal Chattri atop the Jharokha.

Figure	96(a).	A	Jharokha.

Figure	95.	Eastern	Residential	block.	(Source-Mrs Mangla Bhale rao)	

Figure	97.	Basement plan.	(Source- Author)

Figure	98.	Section	AA’.	(Source- Author)



The	flooring	of	these	spaces	was	done	in	tandoor and	the	ceiling	was	constructed	with	the	jack-arch	
method.	Both	these	rooms	had	staircases	towards	the	near	ends	that	land	up	to	a	hall	which	was	
located	on	top	of	the	portico	passage	and	had	a	view	of	the	Lotus	Garden	as	well	as	the	Dawat khana
on	the	other	side.

Figure	101.	Interior	of	eastern	residential	block.(Source-Mrs Mangla Bhale rao)

Figure	100.	First floor plan and	mezzanine	level	plan (Source-Author)

One	door	towards	the	east	led	up	to	the	space	above	the	entrance	portico	and	could	also	be	accessed	
from	the	wife’s	room.	This	was	the	room	on	the	right	of	the	portico	and	was	similar	in	plan	to	the	first	
but	had	an	additional	space	that	house	a	shrine.	This	room	was	directly	connected	to	the	Dalan via	
the	Mahfis Khana(office). The	room	acted	as	a	religious	space	that	was	primarily	used	by	the	Raja’s	
wife,	Rani Ambika and	was	called	Amma ka	Dev	Ghar.	On	the	lower	floor,	below	this	space	was	a	
passage	that	led	from	the	ground	of	the	lotus	garden	towards	the	Dawat Khana and	the	library.

Figure	99.	Interiors	of	the	rooms	in	eastern	wing.	(Source--Mrs Mangla Bhale rao)



Library
The	library	was	placed	on	the	west	side	of	the	residential	block.	Largely	rectangular	in	plan	it	was	a	
double	storied	structure.	The	ground	floor	of	the	structure	was	below	the	ground	level	and	the	first	
floor	had	a	balcony	projecting	that	acted	as	an	overhang	for	the	ground	floor.	This	also	connected	the	
library	to	the	residential	room	for	the	nawab	and	his	wife.			The	library	could	be	accessed	from	all	four	
directions	through	the	dawaat khana,	durbar	hall,	and	a	passage	to	the	Chandra	Bhavan.	
The	library	was	furnished	with	several	uniquely	designed	pieces	of	furniture	like	tables	with	gilded	
chairs,	metal	tables,	benches	near	windows,	etc,.
The	library	housed	thousands	of	rare	books	and	first	editions	stored	in	racks	that	extended	from	the	
floor	to	the	ceiling	made	in	teak	wood.	Modern	facilities	like	electric	lamps	on	tables	and	tube	lights	
affixed	to	the	ceiling	were	provided.	Large	doors	and	multiple	ventilators	on	the	longitudinal	sides	let	
a	large	amount	of	natural	light	into	the	space.	

Figure	94.	 Interiors	of	the	first	floor	of	the	library.	(Source-Mrs Mangla Bhale rao)	

Figure	91.	Interior	of	the	basement	cellar	of	
Library.	(Source-Mrs Mangla Bhale rao)	

Figure	90.	East	façade	of	the	Library.
(Source-Mrs Mangla Bhale rao)	

Figure	92.	The	tube	light(left)	and	the	type	
writer(right)	in	the	library.	

(Source-Mrs Mangla Bhale rao)	
Figure	93.Table	lamp	in	
the	library.		(Source-Mrs

Mangla Bhale rao)	

Figure	89.	Interior	of	the	basement	cellar	
of	Library.	(Source-Mrs Mangla Bhale rao)	
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Temples :-
Hanuman temples ,Mehsemma temple, Renuka Mata temple and the Shiva Temple.

Hanuman Temple
This temple was across the Dawat Khana with the kitchen to the south. The temple room had an idol
of Hanuman facing the south wall. Behind the shrine was a small rectangular drain on the north east
corner of the idol. This room had two openings one was a door on the east wall opening into a hall
while a small window with a Jali on the north wall looking over the Dawat Khana.

Shiva Temple
This temple was on the eastern side of a hallway connecting the Dawat Khana and the kitchen. It was
on a lower level than the Hanuman temple. The main sanctum had a Pradakshina path
(circumambulatory track ) around the sanctum and in the centre was a Linga with a Nandi facing it.
The Linga was placed at the centre of the sanctum and a small vessel would hang from the ceiling
dropping water onto the Linga. This water would drain out through a drain in the northern side of the
space.

Renuka Mata temple
This temple complex had four entry doors, two from the passage connecting the Roshan Darwaza and
kitchen courtyards, one from corridor of the kitchen courtyard and last from the Amba Udyan.

Dawat Khana
Ahead of the portico was a large courtyard. This courtyard was used during festivities and events to
serve food. To the end of this courtyard were two temples of Lord Shiva and Hanuman where
wedding and festivals would be celebrated. The Dawat khana was connected to the kitchen through
hallway. The Library was to the west and overlooked the courtyard.

Figure	102.	Dawat Khana.	(Source-Mrs Mangla Bhale rao)

Figure	104.	Interior	courtyard	of	the	Renuka Mata	temple.	(Source-Mrs Mangla Bhale rao)

Figure	103.	Plan	of the	Shiv and	Hanuman temples.	
(Source- Author)



The southern wall of the temple complex opens up into another Verandah which was further
connected to a toilet on the east side, a secluded room for meditation on the west side and a small
room with grinding stone in the south side .There was a door near to the grinding room which was
connected to the Amba Udyan.

Kitchen
It was rectangular single storey block present on the southern side of the Hanuman temple. It was
surrounded by a bigger courtyard in the north, Naya Makan to the east, and a smaller kitchen
courtyard .It even had a granary on the south side .The kitchen was equipped with numerous rooms
for storing pickles, grinding masalas, cutting vegetables, storing condiments, etc. the food was cooked
only by brahmins in the kitchen

Figure	106.	Granary.	(Source- Smt Mnagla Bhalerao)

The temple complex had three step down courtyard adjacent to the northern wall of the complex. All
the three sides of the courtyard had verandah which had burma teak wood flat arches supported by
brackets . On eastern and western side of the temple complex there were two Dalans with fluted
circular columns supporting the cusped arches. The western Dalan was again divided in three equal
parts by two rows of 3 cusped arches supported by the fluted columns. There was one toilet in the
southern corner of the temple and a small room adjacent to the eastern Dalan which was equivalent
to the length of the passage connecting the kitchen corridor to the temple complex.

Figure	105.	Plan	of	the	southern	part	of		the	Deodi.	(Source- Author)



Amba Udyan
It	was	a	garden	space	in	the	south	west	zone	of	the	Deodi	with	many	varieties	of	flora	and	fauna.	
Flowering	trees	as	well	as	fruit	bearing	plants	were	grown	here.	They	were	looked	after	by	the	family	
members	and	a	haorde of	caretakers.	There	was	alsoa small	water	body	present.	Birds	and	small	
animals	were	looked	after	her	and	kept	for	recreational	purposes.	Swans,	peacocks,	monkeys,parrots,	
dogs,	etc.	were	kept	in	this	space.

Figure	107.	Amba Udyan (Source- Smt Mnagla Bhalerao)

CONCLUSION:
In	comparison	to	the	Salarjungs and	Paigahs,	the	Rai	Rayan	family	lived	a	different	lifestyle.	They	were	
the	Hindu	counterparts	of	the	nobles	of	the	Nizam	and	were	orthodox	in	a	few	ways	when	it	came	to	
religion.	They	were	devout	Hindu	Brahmins	and	pure	vegetarians.	
Being	brahmins	the	family	built	a	number	of	temples	in	the	premises	of	the	devdi,	here	festivals	were	
celebrated	on	a	grand	scale	with	entire	family	and	local	people.	There	was	a	large	area	to	
accommodate	all	the	guests	called	the	dawaaat khana where	they	would	be	fed	in	gold	and	silver	
crockery	fetched	out	of	the	vaults.	There	were	separate	areas	for	conducting	religious	ceremonies,	for	
drying	clothes,	for	pujas,	for	feeding	the	brahmins	and	for	making	Chandan	paste,	etc.	there	was	also	
a	separate	maternity	room	where	the	women	were	confined	during	childbirth.		
They	however	did	not	observe	the	purdah	system	and	the	women	were	not	kept	separate	from	the	
men.	Women	of	the	family	did	have	their	own	spaces	with	a	Zenani Diwan	Khanamainly to	make	the	
Muslim	guests	comfortable,	but	intermingled	with	the	entire	household.	They	were	also	educated	
along	with	the	boys,	they	would	do	the	religious	ceremonies	alongside	men,	take	part	in	rallies,	go	for	
drives	and	maintain	active	social	lives	that	was	in	stark	contrast	with	the	women	of	other deodis.
Security	was	a	priority	in	the	devdi,	so	the	treasury	was	built	underground	to	discourage	any	attempts	
of	robbery.	It	was	also	said	that	the	various	underground	rooms	were	also	used	in	the	summer	
months	to	provide	relief	from	the	heat.
Importance	was	given	to	art	and	learning	and	thus	the	library	and	museum	were	built	and	
maintained.	The	style	of	over	architecture	Is	similar	to	the	Muslim	counterparts,	but	distinct	use	of	
features	like	addition	of	animals	in	the	carvings,	addition	of	temples,	figures	of	goddesses,	typical	
Rajasthani	styled	carvings	etc.	give	it	its	own	style.
Modern	European	features	were	avoided	for	a	long	time	until	the	new	trend	of	the	clocktower	came	
in	and	a	concession	was	made	for	it	when	it	was	installed	in	the	year	1904.	
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